The Lounge

Please note that these instructions cover 18", 26", and 34" hammocks. Your fabric length will be different in the inventory depending on which Lounge you ordered.

26" Lounge

24" stud spacing

34" Lounge

16" stud spacing

18" Lounge - Fabric Kit F3
26" Lounge - Fabric Kit F4
34" Lounge - Fabric Kit F5

1. Use the stud finder to locate your wall studs and mark the center of the studs with a pencil.

2. 2x

3. 2x

4. 2x
This is an example of a 34” Lounge mounted along 16” spaced studs. If you’re mounting an 18” or 26” Lounge, pull the fabric until it’s taught, which will line it up with the next stud over, and install the plank into the wall stud.